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Abstract. Hamblin’s Action State Semantics provides a sound philosophical foundation for understanding the character of the imperative. Taking this as our inspiration, in this paper we present a logic of action, which we call ST, that captures
the clear ontological distinction between being responsible for the achievement of a
state of affairs and being responsible for the performance of an action. We argue that
a relativised modal logic of type RT founded upon a ternary relation over possible
worlds integrated with a basic tense logic captures intuitions of the Hamblinian
model of imperatives. The logic implements a direct mapping of each of Hamblin’s
key concepts: strategies, partial strategies and wholehearted satisfaction.

1. Introduction
Our aim is to develop a logical theory of action that supports a number
of interesting features: (1) an intuitive characterisation of the concepts
of responsibility and delegation through imperatival utterance; (2) a
semantic underpinning based on Hamblin’s (1987) model (rather than
upon more conventional branching time logic approaches or their variants); (3) a distinction between bringing about states of affairs and
executing actions that echoes von Wright’s (1968) distinction between
Seinsollen and Tunsollen; and (4) an integration with a simple tense
logic.
Our motivation follows a similar pattern: delegation and responsibility for action do not, to our knowledge, have elsewhere an adequate
formal foundation that can account for the notion of fulfilling an imperative. It is our contention that such a foundation needs to distinguish
between achieving and doing, and Hamblin’s Action State Semantics
offers an elegant underpinning for such a distinction. Finally, any such
implementation will also typically need to account for a temporal component, and again Hamblin’s model provides a means for developing
such an account. We aim to strike a balance in this research between
demonstrating formal rigour on the one hand and simplicity in explication on the other, in an attempt to facilitate broader appeal across
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theoretical and applied research areas. This presentation, therefore,
assumes nothing more than an understanding of elementary modal
logic.
We take as our point of departure (Chellas, 1992). Though numerous
more recent works have developed aspects of the logical theories of
action, of knowledge, and of time (many of which we shall introduce as
appropriate), it is Chellas’s paper that lays out the greatest part of our
agenda here. Specifically, the remainder of this paper proposes a model
of action coupled with a tense logic that employs a simple semantic
model and supports a clear characterisation of responsibility which in
turn allows for a rich and flexible model of delegation between agents.
The first component of this model is a Kripkean-style characterisation
of Hamblin’s rich semantic foundation: action-state semantics.

2. Action-State Semantics
Numerous proposals have been laid out in both philosophical and computational literature for the classification of utterance types, or, more
specifically, of illocutionary acts. Austin (1962, p. 150) and Searle (1969,
pp. 66–67) are perhaps the two most prominent.
Although widely available, these schemes have at least one thing
in common: not all utterances are indicative. This is not in itself remarkable, until it is considered that the logics employed to handle and
manipulate utterances are almost always exclusively based upon the
predominant formal tradition of treating only the indicative. The interrogative and imperative utterances (which figure amongst Austin’s
Exercitives and Expostives, and include Searle’s Request, Question,
Advise and Warn) rarely benefit from the luxury of a logic designed to
handle them.
Interrogative logics for handling questions have been proposed by
Åqvist (1975) and Hintikka et al. (1996) among others, and these
form an interesting avenue for future exploration. The focus of the
current work, however, is on imperative logic. Hamblin’s (1987) book
Imperatives represents the first thorough treatment of the subject, providing a systematic analysis not only of linguistic examples, but also
of grammatical structure, semantics and the role imperatives play in
dialogue.
Hamblin states (1987, p. 137) that to handle imperatives there are
several features, “usually regarded as specialised”, which are indispensable for a formal model: (1) a time-scale; (2) a distinction between
actions and states; (3) physical and mental causation; (4) agency and
action-reduction; and (5) intensionality. Following the second feature
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listed above, both events and states of affairs are explicitly represented
in the Action State Semantics: a world is a series of states connected
by events. The states can be seen as collections of propositions. Events
are of two types: deeds, which are performed by specific agents, and
happenings, which are world effects.
Hamblin notes that the model is unusually ‘lavish’, commenting
that, “It would be possible, for some purposes, to conceive the world
less lavishly, either as a world of states or, say, a world of events, where
events are deeds plus happenings. Neither of these more restricted conceptions would be adequate for the representation of imperatives, [. . . ]
but the point should be made, perhaps, that most logical models are
built on one or other of them.” (1987, p. 144).
This rich underlying model is important in several respects. Firstly,
it has the syntactic structures that support the expression of imperatives concerned with agents bringing about states of affairs as well
as imperatives concerned with agents performing actions. Secondly, it
avoids both ontological and practical problems of having to interrelate states and events. Ontologically, the relationship between timeless
states, instantaneous and non-instantaneous events, and the time-line
along which they proceed, is an ancient philosophical problem going
back at least as far as the Stoics, and manifest more recently in the
tense logic revolution of the 1960s. To choose between conceiving of the
world as sets of states, and conceiving of the world as sets of events, is to
demand that a model of causality (and possibly deterministic causality)
be built in to both the conception and the logic, from the start. Further
practical problems often become manifest in both theory and subsequent application of theory (in computational systems, for example) as
having to keep track of ‘done events’ in every state (Dignum and Meyer,
1990). If all that is required is to answer queries relating to what single,
primitive, acts have just been done by what agents, there is no practical
problem. This problem, however, becomes manifest when the system
requires that answers to general queries of whether it is true that some
arbitrary (partial) program has been executed in order to attain this
state of affairs. In this case, all past acts by all agents for all time must
be captured within the model of each state. Managing this information
and associated truth maintenance machinery is cumbersome from both
theoretical and implementation perspectives. Finally, this construction
of a world as a chain of states connected by deeds and happenings makes
it possible to distinguish those worlds in which a given imperative i is
satisfied (in some set of states). Thus the imperative “Shut the door!”
is satisfied in those worlds in which the door is shut (given appropriate
deixis).
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This model is then used by Hamblin in developing an account that
contrasts the ‘extensional’ satisfaction with a stronger notion, of ‘wholehearted’ satisfaction, which characterises an agent’s involvement and
responsibility in fulfilling an imperative. The remainder of this section
provides a précis of Hamblin’s account, summarising his description,
but preserving both the spirit and notational detail of (1987, Ch. 4).
Wholehearted satisfaction is based upon the notion of a strategy for
an imperative i. A strategy for a particular agent is the assignment
of a deed to each time point. A partial i-strategy is then a set of incompletely specified strategies, all of which involve worlds in which i is
extensionally satisfied. The wholehearted satisfaction of an imperative
i by an agent x is then defined as being x’s adoption of a partial istrategy and the execution of a deed from that strategy at every time
point after the imperative is issued.
A Hamblinian world w ∈ W is defined such that for every time point
in T there is:
1. a state from the set of states S,
2. a member of the set H of ‘big happenings’ (each of which simply
collects together all happenings from one state to the next), and
3. a deed (in D) for every agent (in X), i.e. an element from D X .
The set W of worlds is, therefore, defined as (S × H × D X )T . The
states, happenings and deed-agent assignments of a given world w are
given by S(w), H(w) and D(w).
The next step is to let jt be a history of a world up to time t,
including all states, deeds and happenings of the world up to t. Thus
jt is equivalent to a set of worlds which have a common history up to
(at least) time t. Jt is then the set of all possible histories up to t; i.e.
all the ways in which the universe could have evolved up to time t. A
strategy qt is then an allocation of a deed to each j t0 ∈ Jt0 for every
t0 ≥ t.1 Qt then denotes the set of all possible strategies at time t.
Let the possible worlds in which the deeds of agent x are those
specified by strategy qt be Wstrat (x, qt ), and the worlds in which an
imperative, i, is extensionally satisfied be W i . A strategy for the satisfaction of an imperative i (i.e. an i-strategy) can, therefore, be defined
as follows: A strategy qt ∈ Qt is an i-strategy for agent x if and only if
the worlds in which x does the deeds specified by q t are also worlds in
which i is extensionally satisfied: W strat (x, qt ) ⊆ Wi .
1

This notion of a strategy has an intensional component, since it prescribes over
a set of possible w, rather than picking out, at this stage, the actual world.
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In practice, however, it is not feasible for an agent to select a particular strategy in Qt at time t that specifies every deed for every time
t0 after t. For this reason, an agent will adopt a partial i-strategy. A
partial i-strategy is a disjunction of i-strategies, Q 0t ⊆ Qt , and the set
of worlds in which x adopts this partial i-strategy is W strat (x, Q0t ).
With this grounding, the wholehearted satisfaction of an imperative,
i, can now be defined. An agent x may be said to wholeheartedly satisfy
an imperative i issued at t if and only if for every t 0 ≥ t:
1. x has a partial i-strategy, Q0t0 ; and
2. x does a deed from the set of deeds specified by that Q 0t0 .
For further details, the reader is referred, of course, to Hamblin’s
original monograph (Hamblin, 1987), and also to (Walton and Krabbe,
1995), that provides more detail on the role of such a model in the wider
context of dialogue and, in its appendix, a more complete set-theoretic
précis of Hamblin’s model.
The summary outlined in this section sets our goalposts. Our objective is to develop a theory of agentive activity that is sufficient for
modelling imperatives in the way that Hamblin has laid out. First, an
axiomatisation of two new modalities S and T is presented. Second, we
develop a semantics for these operators using a Kripkean-style characterisation of Action State Semantics. We then return to Hamblin’s
model of the imperative and show how it is captured within the Kripkean framework. Finally, we compare and contrast our semantics with
existing models of action.

3. The axioms of a model of action and time
The syntactic and axiomatic presentation is divided into three parts.
First, we treat the action components, S and T, then we go on to combine them with the temporal components, and, thirdly, we address the
issues of delegation and responsibility by discussing relevant theorems
and axioms of the language ST. Before exploring the axioms of our
action modalities S and T, we specify the notation used within this
paper and detail the well-formed formulae of our language.
We use the modalities S and T to represent ‘being responsible for
the achievement of a state of affairs’, and ‘being responsible for the
performance of an action’ respectively. These modalities are relativised
to specific agents (x, y, . . . ) and we adopt the convention of using
upper case Roman letters (A, B, C, . . . ) to stand for arbitrary states
of affairs and lower case Greek letters to stand for arbitrary actions
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(α, β, γ, . . . ). Where it is important to do so, agent x is associated
with action α in the following manner: α x . Where actions are not thus
specified, it is assumed that the agent is unbound (that is, the action
is carried out by some agent, but it is not important which one). 2 In
this way, Sx A refers to agent x being responsible for the achievement
of the state of affairs A, and Tx α refers to x being responsible for the
performance of action α. Note that in both cases (and particularly the
second, which is strongly suggestive), the statements do not specify any
particular action for agent x itself. So for example, x may ensure that
α is executed by ordering some other agent to carry it out. We may,
however, capture the imperative that agent x is responsible for x doing
α thus: Tx αx .
In specifying well-formed formulae of our language, we divide these
basic atoms into two classes: (i) those that consist entirely of propositional expressions of action (bound or unbound), which we term event
formulae, and (ii) all others, which we term state formulae. All such
basic atoms are wffs. Thence by conventional PL, for any two wffs, φ
and ψ, that are state formulae, φ ∨ ψ, φ ∧ ψ, φ → ψ and ¬φ are also
wffs that are state formulae. Similarly for any two wffs that are event
formulae, any PL combination of them is also a wff that is an event
formula. For the action modalities, any wffs that are event formulae
can be used to form a further wff with the T modality: T x α, Tx αx ,
Tx αy , Tx (α ∨ β y ), etc., which are themselves state formulae. Any wff
that is a state formula can be used to form a further wff with the S
modality Sx A, Sx (A ∨ B), Sx Ty αz , etc.
To emphasise, note therefore that expressions such as α ∧ A are not
well formed: descriptions of actions and states cannot be combined in a
single statement of propositional logic. Responsibility for such things,
however, are expressions of state and can therefore be combined in an
intuitive manner: Tx α ∧ Sx A, and so on.
Finally, well formed temporal expressions are synthesised easily, with
any wff yielding a further wff when prepended with any of the temporal
modalities discussed in section 3.2; i.e. F, G, P, H. In thus way, both Fα
and FSx A are well formed, for example. Any such temporal expression
is a state formula.

2

We are not aiming to build a predicate logic here, but the attribution of action
to agent is clearly a vital component of the architecture. For this reason we introduce
a small extension to the logic that allows specified agency. From a syntactic point
of view, we require axioms for generalisation and specialisation, viz. if α then ∃x ∈
X s.t. αx and if αx then α. The semantics of specified agency are defined in section 4,
where the very limited extent of this agentive predication is much clearer.
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A↔B
Sx A ↔ S x B
Sx A → A
(Sx A ∧ Sx B) → Sx (A ∧ B)
Sx (A ∧ B) → (Sx A ∧ Sx B)
Sx (A ∧ B) ↔ Sx A ∧ Sx B
A→B
Sx A → S x B
Sx (A → B) → (Sx A → Sx B)
Sx A → ¬Sx ¬A

RES
TS
CS
MS
RS
RMS
KS
DS

Figure 1. Rules of inference and axiom schemas of modality S.

R¬NS
RNS
5S
4S

A
¬Sx A
A
Sx A
¬Sx A → Sx ¬Sx A
S x A → S x Sx A

Figure 2. Some rules of inference and axiom schemas that are not valid for S.

3.1. Seinsollen and Tunsollen
We turn now to an axiomatisation of the logic of S and T. Figures 1
and 2 summarise key rules of inference and axiom schema that will be
referred to in this and subsequent sections of the paper.
One of the most fundamental disagreements between theories of
agency concerns the rule of necessitation (RN as it would appear for
modality S is given in Figure 2). This arises from a deep intuitive
dilemma. The argument for adopting the reverse, R¬N, is summarised
succinctly by Jones and Sergot: “Whatever else we may have in mind
. . . on no account could we accept that an agent brings about what
is logically true” (Jones and Sergot, 1996, p. 435). Thus it could be
argued that Jones and Sergot, like Belnap and Perloff (whose negative
condition entails R¬N) do capture an element of the notion of responsibility, in the sense that no agent can be said to be ‘responsible’ for
a tautology. Chellas’s intuitions, by contrast, run rather differently. He
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is happy to accept RN, a much more conventional rule of a normal
modal logic, and his argument too is tabled very briefly: “Can it ever
be the case that someone sees to it that something logically true is so?
I believe the answer is yes. When one sees to something, one sees to
anything that logically follows, including the easiest such things, such
as those represented by >. One should think of seeing to it that, for
example, 0 = 0 as a sort of trivial pursuit, attendant upon seeing to
anything at all.” (Chellas, 1992, p. 508). Chellas’s decision, in particular, is motivated by the logical consequences of the rule, and on the
availability of schemata C and M.
The outward distributivity of an action modality is adopted in the
axiom schema C. If an agent brings about two wffs, then that agent
has thereby brought about the conjunction comprising those two wffs.
Schema C is adopted by Chellas, Jones and Sergot, Belnap and Perloff,
and, similarly, in the work presented here (see Figure 1 for CS); it is
difficult to argue on an intuitive basis how C might fail.
The inward distributivity axiom schema, M, however, is more troublesome. MS, like CS, seems intuitively appealing, but, for Jones and
Sergot (and other systems adopting R¬N), it is pathological, since,
with RES, it yields the rule RMS3 (see Figure 1). Taking the tautology
A → >, RM gives Sx A → Sx >. Since R¬N gives ¬Sx > directly, any Sx A
is thus a contradiction. Jones and Sergot, therefore, reject M because
they are committed to the notion of responsibility captured by R¬N;
Chellas on the other hand, accepts RN and, thereby, the loss of the
Jones and Sergot conception of agentive responsibility, but is able, as
a result, to maintain M.
The solution proposed for the modalities S and T represents a halfway house, eschewing both the restrictive nature of a (smallest) classical
modal logic, and the counterintuitive results of a normal modal logic, in
favour of a (smallest) regular modal logic. Both modalities thus include
the rule RE and the axiom schema R (and, consequently, M, C and K),
but they require neither the rule of necessitation (RN), nor the rule of
anti-necessitation (R¬N ). In this way, the logic of S and T responds to
3
The proof that RMS may be simply derived from the rule of inference RES and
axiom schema MS is given below where PL refers to propositional logic, and other
axioms and rules are as in Figures 1 and 2. The following presentation is in the style
of Chellas (1980, p. 236):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A→B
A ↔ (A ∧ B)
Sx A ↔ Sx (A ∧ B)
Sx (A ∧ B) → (Sx A ∧ Sx B)
Sx A → S x B

hypothesis
1, PL
2, RES
MS
3, 4, PL

2
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Chellas’s call for construction and investigation of a regular logic with
neither RN nor R¬N (Chellas, 1992, p. 515).
We have touched upon the intuitive appeal of M and C. It is also
worth digressing to offer an intuitive gloss on the schema K to demonstrate its role. An imperative with the form of an implication is, linguistically, quite straightforward: “Make sure that if you go out then
you lock the door”. If an agent brings it about that the implication
holds then K states that if the agent in addition brings about the
antecedent then it is, as a result, logically responsible for bringing
about the consequent. This does not impinge upon the autonomy of
an agent to decide not to fulfil some imperative; rather, it states only
that if the agent brought about the antecedent, then it can only also be
said to have brought about the implication if it is responsible for the
consequent. For a whole host of good axiomatic and semantic reasons, K
is adopted in all modal systems of seeing-to-it-that, so it is encouraging
that it accords with intuitions in this way.
The axioms 4 and 5 are commonly employed in mentalistic modalities, and, less frequently, in agentive modalities. First, consider schema
5S (Figure 2). This is explicitly rejected for several reasons, not least
of which is that with TS, it would yield RNS, which we wish to avoid. 4
Schema 5 is similarly rejected across the board by Jones and Sergot,
Belnap and Perloff, and Chellas.
Axiom schema 4, however, is accepted by Belnap and Perloff. Consider schema 4S (Figure 2). With TS, this yields the following equivalence, which we reject: S x A ↔ Sx Sx A. Chellas too rejects this equivalence, and the axiom 4 from which it is derived (p492), though for
him it is because his normal model operator, ∆, is based on an accessibility relation that is not transitive. Here, we wish to keep as simple
as possible the relationships between nested modalities so as to make
characterisation of delegation — which is founded upon such nesting —
4
The proof that RNS (or, equivalently, A → Sx >) may be derived from axioms
TS and 5S is simple, but included here for completeness:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A
Sx ¬A → ¬A
A → ¬Sx ¬A
¬Sx ¬A
¬Sx ¬A ↔ >
Sx ¬Sx ¬A ↔ Sx >
¬Sx ¬A → Sx ¬Sx ¬A
Sx ¬Sx ¬A
Sx >

hypothesis
TS
2, PL
1, 3, PL
4, PL
5, RES
5S
4, 7, PL
6, 8, PL

2
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as straightforward as possible. So, we agree with Chellas that “English
renderings [of 4] strike the ear at least ambivalently” — but note that
as Migita and Hosoi (1997) have shown, the logic that would result if
4 was accepted would still be regular, and would preserve the other
properties we have discussed.
Finally, the adoption of T in the models of Jones and Sergot, of
Belnap and Perloff, and of Chellas entails the inclusion of axiom schema
D, and similarly for the current work (see Figure 1 for DS).
The axiomatisation of the T modality follows exactly the same pattern, and enjoys the same rules of inference and axiom schema of
Figure 1. To summarise then, the logics of S x and Tx are relativised
classical regular modal logics of type RT (Chellas, 1980, p. 237). To set
this briefly in the broader context of other axiomatic theories, in the
Lewis system, RT logics correspond to E2 (Bowen, 1979, pp. 2–3), a
Lemmon system that is “quite a powerful system”, and was intended
by Lewis as a “possible epistemic counterpart” to S2 (Lemmon, 1957,
pp. 181–182). Hughes and Cresswell (1996, p. 208) describe, very briefly,
the axiomatisation and ‘semantical point of view’ for E2, but otherwise
it occurs rarely in the literature. By comparison, the effect of removing
necessitation from the stronger S1-S5 systems has been studied by Feys
(1965).
3.2. A Logic of Tense
To talk about action, and particularly, about the responsibility for
future actions, it is vital to integrate a model of time, as Hamblin’s
argument makes abundantly clear. As we shall see in the next section,
adopting Hamblin’s semantic model makes it straightforward to follow
a conventional approach to the logical machinery required for handling
time. Though one might adopt a more or less complex approach to
time, depending on context and goals, our driving aim here is to be
able to express Hamblin’s notions using a familiar logic of time that is,
in the first instance, as simple as possible.
For this, a relatively simple Priorian FGPH tense logic will suffice.
As laid out in the next section, the underlying structure of our model,
however, is not a single, linear time-line and so we may not employ
the standard minimal tense logic Kt (Thomason, 1984). Instead, we
need an interpretation of the behaviour of Fϕ that can be squared with
the rich, branching time of Hamblin’s semantics. Prior’s (1967, p. 133)
account of a Peircean model fits the bill:
Gp → q → (Gp → Gq)

Gp → ¬G¬p

Hp → q → (Hp → Hq)

Hp → ¬H¬p
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Gp → GGp
Hp → HHp

The interpretations for G and H are simply, always true in all futures,
and always true in all pasts. Though, as Prior discusses, there are
limitations of the Peircean approach, it is sufficient to be able to express
future impossibility of a proposition on all possible future histories (i.e.
G¬p), which is the key to interpreting Hamblin’s model in section 5.
We are not advocating such a tense logic as a panacea, nor even as
a perfect fit for Hamblin’s model. Action-state semantics provides a
framework that is both rich enough to support either Ockhamist or
Peircean approaches, and also compatible with the transformations
described by Goranko and Zanardo (2004). The goal in this section is to
demonstrate how one of Goranko and Zanardo’s simple Kripkean-based
Peircean logics fits onto the underlying action-state semantics. From
there, their translations could be applied to yield alternative structures
for the temporal modality.
Tensed sentences are states of affairs. To say that something will be
true, or that some action has been done, etc. is, as a sentence, a state
of affairs (that is, the sentence is certainly not in itself an event). It
is, however, entirely reasonable to permit tense operators to range over
both states and events: states of affairs may have held in the past, and
events may happen in the future, etc. Together, these two requirements
establish that sentences such as Pα (at some point in the past, action
α was executed), FSx A (it will be the case in some future that x brings
about the state of affairs A), HTx α, (it has always been the case that
x has seen to it that action α has been executed) S x GA (x sees to it
that it will always be the case that A holds) should all be well formed
formulae expressing states of affairs.
It is thus through the tense logic component that events and states
are linked at the syntactic level: states precede events which precede
subsequent states, and so on. As the S modality ranges only over states
of affairs, it handles propositional states (A, B, etc.), S-modal states
(Sx A, Sy B, etc.) and tense-modal states (FA, GS x A, HTx α, etc.).
3.3. Delegation and Responsibility
In common with the model of agentive action proposed by Chellas
(1992), but contrary to Von Wright’s (1968) characterisation and, to
some extent, that of Belnap et al. (2001), the theory presented here
offers scope for nesting the two modalities in building a rich notion of
responsibility. Thus, in this section we discuss briefly the theorems and
axioms of delegation summarised in Figure 3.
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TSS
TST

S x Sy A → S y A
Sx Ty α → Ty α

QS
QT

S x Sy A → S x A
Sx Ty α → Tx α

TFS
TPS
TFT
TPT

FSx A → FA
PSx A → PA
FTx α → Fα
PTx α → Pα

QFS
QPS
QFT
QPT

Sx FSy A → Sx FA
Sx PSy A → Sx PA
Sx FTy α → Sx Fα
Sx PTy α → Sx Pα

Figure 3. Theorems and Axioms of Delegation.

Schema QT is worthy of particular note: if agent x sees to it that
agent y sees to it that action α is done, then x sees to it that α is done.
The adoption of this schema is intuitively appealing: agent x, through
seeing to it that y is responsible for α is itself, through delegation of
the act, responsible for the performance of α. Thus, following Chellas
inter alia, we accept the axiom schemas QS and QT (and so capture
the legal principle Qui facit per alium facit per se). It is interesting
to note, however, that these axioms cannot be accepted by Belnap et
al.; Chellas (1992, p. 506) shows that the something happens condition
(for all possible combinations of choices of all agents there is at least
one history) leads to (using our notation) S x Sy A being false whenever
x 6= y.
We further accept the specialisations of the TS schema, TSS and TST
(Figure 3). The theorem TSS expresses the idea that for two different
agents, x and y, if x successfully sees to it that y sees to it that A holds
by issuing a command in an appropriate social context, for example,
then agent y, to whom the goal (i.e. the achievement of A) is delegated,
itself sees to it that A holds.
These axiom schemata and theorems — the variants of Q and T
respectively — lay the foundation for characterising acts of delegation.
Up to this point, however, we have considered only atemporal theorems
and axioms of delegation. Through our combination of a logic of action
and a simple tense logic, we are able to capture a more refined notion of
delegation and agentive responsibility. Given the rules for legal formulations of wffs, there are in total eight basic combinations of the base
tense and action modalities:
Sx FA

Sx Fα

Sx PA

Sx Pα

FSx A

FTx α

PSx A

PTx α

These eight fall in to two categories, those that are action modalities
ranging over tensed propositions (the first line presented above), and
those that are tensed statements referring to action modalities (the
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second line). The first category is unremarkable except to note that
Sx FA entails FA by axiom T. It is also worth noting that from S x FA
neither Sx A nor FSx A are derivable, nor — according to our intuitions

— should they be.
The second group is a little more interesting. In each of the four
cases, we need an analog of axiom T to capture successful action (as
outlined in an atemporal fashion above). The successful action now,
however, needs carrying over our tense modalities. Thus from FS x A,
we want to conclude FA, and so on; these axioms are listed in Figure 3
as TFS, TPS, TFT and TPT. There are no further intuitive relationships
between this theorems beyond those already captured by the existing
axiomatic machinery.
In the same vein, there are in total 12 well-formed combinations that
involve three alternating modalities:
Sx FSy A

Sx FTy α

Sx PSy A

Sx PTy α

FSx FA

FSx Fα

FSx PA

FSx Pα

PSx FA

PSx Fα

PSx PA

PSx Pα

Again, for many of these, all the deductions one would wish to be
able to draw are already catered for using the axioms from section 3.1,
or using those of successful action over time, presented above in section 3.2. What is missing, however, is characterisation of delegation of
responsibility over time. Thus S x FSy A yields not only FSy A via axiom
T, and thence FA via axiom TFS, but in addition, we want to capture
the fact that Sx FSy A also has a more intimate connection (i.e. x’s
responsibility for) the future occurrence of A. Specifically, by analogy
to the atemporal Q axioms, we would want to be able to derive S x FA.
In this way, we construct four new analogs of the Q axiom (QFS, QPS,
QFT and QPT) that carry over tense modalities, in just the same way
as we have done for analogs of the T axiom above. To illustrate the
role of these axioms, let us consider just one of them and summarise
its meaning in the same terms as we did with axiom QT above. Axiom
QFT, for instance, captures the idea that if agent x sees to it that, at
some point in a possible future, agent y sees to it that action α is done,
then x sees to it that, at some point in a possible future, α is done.
The meanings of axioms QPS and QPT are, possibly, less intuitively
clear. Putting the same gloss on QPT that we did for QFT above, for
example, would be to say that if agent x sees to it that, at some point
in a possible past, agent y sees to it that action α is done, then x sees
to it that, at some point in a possible past, α is done. It may be a little
difficult to accept this axiom in terms of our intuitions about time (and
causality), but it should be noted that what we are capturing is the
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notion of agentive responsibility in a temporal context. Thus, QPT may
be better understood using the following characterisation: if agent x is
responsible for a state of affairs in which, at some point in a possible
past, agent y sees to it that α is done, then x is responsible for, at some
point in a possible past, the doing of α.
With this axiomatisation in place, we turn now to the construction
of the semantics that ground our model of delegation and responsibility.

4. Semantics of the model for S and T
The characterisation of the formal model is non-trivial because Hamblin’s rich model requires careful interpretation in order to be viewed
as a Kripke structure upon which modal operator semantics might be
defined. The difficulty lies in the profligacy of action state semantics, in
that both states and events are represented explicitly. It is, therefore,
not sufficient to see either state descriptions alone or event descriptions
alone as the contents of possible worlds. Rather, a possible worlds structure must involve both components. At the same time, the formal model
should be sufficiently expressive to reflect and preserve this richness at
the syntactic level.
The approach we take is to stratify the semantic model into two
layers. By doing this, it becomes possible to simplify one of the challenges facing characterisation of a logic of action and time, namely
to bind together the temporal component with the action component.
For the former, a given application domain will guide selection of an
appropriate logic. For many (and for the presentation here), a simple
Priorian tense logic will suffice; for other domains, more sophisticated
temporal logics may be more suitable. For the action component, as we
have already argued from an axiomatic point of view, the best choice
is a regular logic. The challenge, then, is of uniting semantics for these
two fundamentally different mechanisms.
The first step is to preserve the distinction between states and events
simply by dividing them into separate sets of possible worlds. That is,
some worlds contain state descriptions, and other worlds contain event
descriptions. Then we define an accessibility relation that holds between
these worlds. Rather than adopting a conventional binary relation,
Hamblin’s semantics demands a ternary relation that links a world
of state descriptions, with a world of event descriptions and another
world of state descriptions.5 Though ternary accessibility relations are
unusual they are discussed in the context of general modal similarity
5

It could equally well be linking two event description worlds with one state
description worlds; ultimately nothing of importance hangs upon this decision.
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types by Blackburn et al. (2001), and in the context of a Smith-style
logic by Macleod and Schotch (2000).
In our formal characterisation of the imperative, we build upon a
Hamblinian frame of reference, FH .
DEFINITION 1 (FH ). FH = hW, RH i such that
(i) W is a non-empty set that collects together our ‘state worlds’
and ‘event worlds’; and
(ii) RH is a ternary relation, where hx, y, zi ∈ R H should be read
as ‘state z is accessible from state x by way of y’.
To give an intuitive grasp of the ternary relation R H consider the act
of requesting the bill at a restaurant. The state of not having the bill
and wishing to pay for the meal (x) may, through the act of requesting
the bill, be transformed into a state in which the waiter addressed is
to provide the bill (z). This request may be issued in a number of
ways including saying to the waiter “May I have the bill please?” or by
indicating that this is your wish by motioning a signature. These are
just two possible ways in which state x may be transformed into state
z, and hence would form two elements of the ternary relation R H for
this restaurant domain.
Note that it is not necessary to enforce types upon the worlds explicitly in the semantics — this can be handled implicitly by R H . The
set of all the worlds that take the first and third places in tuples that
are instances of the relation are completely disjoint for the set of worlds
that take place two. That is, we can define the sets W states and Wevents
of ‘state worlds’ and ‘event worlds’ respectively as follows:
DEFINITION 2 (Wstates ).
Wstates = {w | hw, x, yi ∈ RH } ∪ {w | hx, y, wi ∈ RH }
DEFINITION 3 (Wevents ).
Wevents = {w | hx, w, yi ∈ RH }
There are two conditions on RH required to accurately capture the
Hamblinian picture and the intuitions associated with it. The first is
that each world in W is either a world containing state descriptions (in
this case it is a member of the set Wstates as defined above) or a world
containing event descriptions (in which it is a member of the set W events
as defined above), but not both; i.e. W states ∩ Wevents = ∅. The second
constraint on our relation RH is that the structure of interconnected
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‘state worlds’ (via ‘event worlds’) is a directed acyclic graph. 6 Beyond
these two conditions, the relation R H does not portray any of the more
typical characteristics of many binary accessibility relations used by
classical modal logics: it is neither symmetric nor reflexive, transitive
nor Euclidean.
The semantic structure defined by RH forms the lower of the two
layers in our stratified model. On the basis of this layer, it is then possible to define accessibility relations (and later, necessitation functions)
which are more familiar. First, for the temporal component we define
an accessibility relation RF , expressing the earlier-later relation.
DEFINITION 4 (RF ).
hu, vi ∈ RF iff ∃w ∈ W s.t. hu, v, wi ∈ RH or
(i)
∃w ∈ W s.t. hu, w, vi ∈ RH or
(ii)
∃w, x ∈ W s.t. (hu, w, xi ∈ RH and hx, vi ∈ RF ) (iii)
There are several interesting points to note concerning the relationship between RH and RF . Most importantly, where RH distinguishes
between state worlds and event worlds, R F does not. So, in clause
(i) of Definition 4, state world u is explicitly related temporally to
an event world v that immediately follows it. Clauses (ii) and (iii) of
Definition 4 are more straightforward in that (ii) is relating consecutive
state worlds, and (iii) is then building transitivity into the relation
through a recursive definition (a world is in the future from u if it is in
the future for the immediately next state world, x).
Normally, we expect to see accessibility relations capturing both
earlier-later, and its dual, later-earlier. Equally conventional is the definition of one simply in terms of a syntactic rearrangement of the other,
i.e. before(x, y) ≡ after(y, x). The Hamblinian foundation, however, requires a slightly more complex characterisation, since we must avoid the
derivation of temporally modal statements in event worlds. Sentences
expressing temporal facts are not, in themselves, events. Intuitively, we
want to capture the picture illustrated in Figure 4, in which, from the
point of view of a state world, there are both state worlds and event
worlds that are in the future, and, similarly, that there are both state
worlds and event worlds in the past. From event worlds, however, there
are no other accessible possible worlds at all (according to R F or RP ).
6
We may express this constraint formally as follows: ∀w ∈ Wstates , parents(w) ∩
descendants(w) = ∅ such that parents(w) = {u ∈ Wstates such that hu, v, wi ∈ RH }
and descendants(w) = {u ∈ Wstates such that there is a path from w to u}, and
w1 , . . . , wn is a path if w1 , w2 , . . . , wn are distinct members of the set Wstates and
v1 , v2 , . . . , vn−1 are distinct members of the set Wevents and hwi , vi , wi+1 i ∈ RH for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. These paths correspond closely to Hamblinian histories (but we postpone
a precise definition until section 5).
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RF
u

w

v
RP

Figure 4. Accessibility relations RF and RP illustrated over hu, v, wi ∈ RH .

Formally, then, we define RP separately in Definition 5, which functions as the direct analog of RF . RF and RP thus together form a
conventional temporal frame for a traditional, transitive Priorian tense
logic (Prior, 1967).
DEFINITION 5 (RP ).
hu, vi ∈ RP iff ∃w ∈ W s.t. hw, v, ui ∈ RH or
(i)
∃w ∈ W s.t. hv, w, ui ∈ RH or
(ii)
∃w, x ∈ W s.t. (hx, w, ui ∈ RH and hx, vi ∈ RP ) (iii)
The action component is then tackled in a slightly different way.
Given that the logic of S and T is non-normal, it demands a minimal model, defined upon necessitation functions. Those necessitation
functions must act upon a different substrate: for the S modality, the
substrate is state descriptions, for T, event descriptions. The necessitation functions are relativised to individual agents in the usual way (that
is, the way in which one agent’s behaviour is described is independent of
how other agents’ behaviour is described). Thus S x is the necessitation
function for the modality S, relativised to some agent, x. The functions
map from worlds to sets of worlds. So, S x : Wstates → ℘(℘(Wstates )), as
usual (thereby picking out worlds by which necessity is defined).
The T modality is a little less straightforward, in that T x : Wstates →
℘(℘(Wevents )). T x is, therefore, picking out particular events that are,
loosely, “actionable” by x from a ‘state world’ ω. Furthermore, the
Wevents worlds are not simply propositional. To accurately model Hamblin’s conception of “deed-agent assignments”, these worlds are filled
(exclusively) with statements of the form agent x performs action α,
that we represent with the typographic shorthand α x , and wffs constructed from such statements using PL (see section 3).
In this way, the model as a whole is defined as hW, X , I, R H , S x , T x i
for a set of possible worlds W, a set of agents X , an interpretation
function I, the ternary Hamblinian accessibility relation, R H and the
relativised necessitation functions for the modalities S and T, S x and
T x (for each x ∈ X ), respectively.
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The necessitation functions, in combination with the accessibility relations then offer a straightforward way of characterising the semantics
of the logic as a whole:
|=M
ω A iff I(A, ω) = >
x
x
|=M
ω α iff I(α , ω) = >
x
|=M
ω α iff ∃x ∈ X s.t. I(α , ω) = >
M
∈ S x (ω)
|=M
ω Sx A iff kAk
M
∈ T x (ω)
|=M
ω Tx α iff kαk

The truth set is constructed normally:
kϕk = {ω ||=M
ω ϕ}
(Notice that the truth set is thus constructed in the same manner
for both states and events; this symmetry is a result of the typing of
possible worlds, so that increased complexity in the model structure
yields increased simplicity in the connection between that structure
and the syntactic surface. In an earlier draft of this work (Norman
and Reed, 2002), this balance was reversed, but the desire to provide a
usable logical system drove the development of this simpler definition
of truth sets.)
Then, for the tense component, the characterisation is straightforward:
0
|=M
ω Fφ iff ω ∈ Wstates ∧ ∃ω ∈ W s.t.



0
|=M
ω Pφ iff ω ∈ Wstates ∧ ∃ω ∈ W s.t.



RF (ω, ω 0 ) and |=M
ω0 φ



RP (ω, ω 0 ) and |=M
ω0 φ



The only complexity is that tense statements are restricted to state
worlds — it is counterintuitive to consider tensed state descriptions as
events. The duals of these two are slightly more complex, as we must
bear in mind that for something to always be true (or to always have
been true), it does not need to hold in all worlds, only in all state worlds
or all event worlds. So, for example, to say that Gα — that event α
is always going to happen, corresponds only to α holding in all future
event worlds. Thus,
|=M
ω Gφ iff ω ∈ Wstates ∧






∀ω 0 ∈ Wstates s.t. RF (ω, ω 0 ), |=M
ω0 φ ∨

∀ω 0 ∈ Wevents s.t. RF (ω, ω 0 ), |=M
ω0 φ
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|=M
ω Hφ iff ω ∈ Wstates ∧





∀ω 0 ∈ Wstates s.t. RP (ω, ω 0 ), |=M
ω0 φ ∨



∀ω 0 ∈ Wevents s.t. RP (ω, ω 0 ), |=M
ω0 φ



It is then a relatively straightforward matter to combine these tense
modalities with action modalities. So, wffs constructed from action
modalities can be tensed, for example:
|=M
ω PTx α iff ω ∈ Wstates ∧ 


∃ω 0 ∈ W s.t. RP (ω, ω 0 ) ∧ kαkM ∈ T x (ω 0 )
and similarly, tense statements can form the contents of action statements, for example:
|=M
Fα iff
ω Sxn
o
ω 0 | ω 0 ∈ Wstates ∧ ∃ω 00 ∈ W s.t. RF (ω 0 , ω 00 )∧ |=M
α
∈ S x (ω)
00
ω

5. Characterising Hamblin’s Model
With the semantics of our model in place, it then becomes possible to
construct an interpretation of the various key notions in Hamblin’s presentation. In doing so, we represent the summary of Hamblin’s model
given in section 2, grounding the notions of a world, a history, strategies and, most importantly, partial i-strategies for the wholehearted
satisfaction of imperative i, in the formal model developed in section 4.
The first of these notions are Hamblin worlds and Hamblin histories
(henceforth H-worlds and H-histories, respectively). Some H-world, w,
is a string of states tied together by particular events, all in a specific
order identified by a contiguous sequence of natural numbers 7 and W
denotes the set of all possible H-worlds (see Definition 6).
DEFINITION 6 (W ). The set of valid H-worlds, W , is defined such
that for each w ∈ W , every step in that H-world must be licensed by
the accessibility relation RH , and, furthermore, if there is a next step,
it must start from the state reached at the end of this step.
W = {w | w ∈ Ω s.t. (∀hn, s, di ∈ w, (∃s0 ∈ Wstates s.t.
RH (s, d, s0 ) and (if hn + 1, s00 , d0 i ∈ w then s00 = s0 )))}
where Ω = ℘ (

× Wstates × Wevents ).

Formally: ∀hn, s, di, ho, s0 , d0 i ∈ w, (∀m ∈
(if n = o then s = s0 and d = d0 )
7



s.t. n < m < o, ∃hm, s00 , d00 i ∈ w) ∧
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At this point, it is worth making explicit the relationship between
the states, happenings and deed-agents assignments of a given H-world,
w, denoted S(w), H(w) and D(w) respectively in section 2, and the sets
Wstates (the ‘state worlds’ in W of our semantic frame F H ) and Wevents
(‘event worlds’) as specified in section 4. W states is the set of all states
S(w) for each world w in the set of all Hamblinian worlds W .
∀w ∈ W, S(w) ⊆ Wstates
Wevents is the set of all deed-agent assignments, D(w), and happenings,
H(w), for each world w in the set of all Hamblinian worlds W .
∀w ∈ W, D(w) ∪ H(w) ⊆ Wevents
We therefore conflate deed-agent assignments and happenings into
the ‘event worlds’ — each happening can be viewed as a deed done by
a special ‘world’ agent.
Above, we defined an H-world as an ordered series of state-event
steps using the components of our semantic frame F H . Moving on now
to histories, we may define an H-history, j t , of a world w simply as a
restriction of w up to a given step.
DEFINITION 7 (jt ).
∀hn, s, di ∈ w, if n ≤ t then hn, s, di ∈ jt
The set of all H-histories up until some time point, J t , is then simply
defined by placing the same restriction on all w ∈ W .
Of course, if we read t as time, this implicitly associates the natural
number identities of the steps with time points. This may or may not be
desirable (there is no restriction so far in place to ensure a global system
of such identifiers). Given that the underlying temporal semantics is
Priorian, introducing fixed time points to which reference can be made
requires additional machinery to limit the Priorian model. One way
would be to enforce numbered time steps in the semantics; another
would to be represent a special value in each world to indicate some
clock. There may also be alternative approaches that are more suited
to particular applications. Here we do not suppose to anticipate these
design decisions, and simply leave it as an implementation choice. We
thus interpret Hamblin’s “history up to a time” as “history up to a
given step in the world”.
Now, finally, we may define the H-worlds in which an imperative i
is extensionally satisfied: Wi . We consider two forms of the imperative:
seeing to it that a state of affairs A holds, S x A, and seeing to it that
an action α is executed, Tx α. In our definition of Wi , both these forms
are captured; see Definition 8.
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DEFINITION 8 (Wi ). The worlds in which an imperative i = W Sx A
is extensionally satisfied, WSx A , will be the set containing all those
H-worlds w ∈ W such that A holds at some point in that H-world.
∀w ∈ W, if ∃hn, s, di ∈ w s.t. |=M
s A then w ∈ WSx A
Similarly, the H-worlds in which the imperative i = T x α is extensionally
satisfied, WTx α , will be the set containing all those H-worlds w ∈ W
such that α is done at some point in that H-world.
∀w ∈ W, if ∃hn, s, di ∈ w s.t. |=M
d α, then w ∈ WTx α
We are now in a position to capture the notion of a strategy. In
section 2 we noted that a strategy at some time t, denoted q t , is an
allocation of a deed to every history up to every time t 0 such that
t0 ≥ t. In other words, a strategy specifies what should be done now
and in the future in all possible H-worlds (see Definition 9).
DEFINITION 9 (qt ). For all histories terminating at this and all future time points, there is some deed, α, in the set of all possible deeds,
D, that is associated with that history within the strategy.
∀t0 ≥ t, ∀jt0 ∈ Jt0 , (∃α ∈ D s.t hjt0 , αi ∈ qt )
This provides us with a definition of one possible strategy, but we
also want to define the set of all possible strategies at some time point t,
denoted Qt . This set enumerates all those possible action assignments
to histories. To do this, first we must define the set of all possible
histories up to all t0 ≥ t, denoted Jt+ .
DEFINITION 10 (Jt+ ). Given that jt is the history of an H-world up
to t and Jt is the set of all histories (of all H-worlds) up to t, the set
of all histories (of all H-worlds) up to all t 0 such that t0 ≥ t is defined
as follows:
[
Jt+ =
J t0
t0 ≥t

We wish to assign deeds to histories to construct strategies. The
cross product of Jt+ (all histories up to all time points at or after t)
and D (all possible deeds) gives us all the possible combinations of
these histories and deeds. Now, we define Σ to be the set of all subsets
of these history-deed assignments.
DEFINITION 11 (Σ).
Σ = ℘(Jt+ × D)
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Qt , the set of all possible strategies at time t will be the partition of
Σ such that every history in Jt+ appears with some deed assignment as
an element in each member of the partition. The criteria for an element
of Σ to be an element of the partition of Σ that is Q t are: (i) the number
of elements in Qt must be maximal with respect to Jt+ , i.e. must be
the same as the number of elements in J t+ , and (ii) all histories in Jt+
must have an assignment.
DEFINITION 12 (Qt ). The set of all possible strategies at time t is
defined as follows:
∀σ ∈ Σ σ ∈ Qt if |σ| = |Jt+ | and {j | hj, αi ∈ σ} = Jt+
σ 6∈ Qt otherwise
This set Qt contains all possible generalised strategies; i.e. strategies
that are independent of a specific agent. We wish to get to a position
in which we can talk about specific agents adopting partially specified
strategies for the wholehearted satisfaction of an imperative. In getting
to this goal, we must first be able to isolate those H-worlds in which a
specific agent complies with a specific strategy. Then we can go on to
discuss partial strategies and conditions for wholehearted satisfaction
of an imperative.
So, let Wstrat (x, qt ) be exactly that set of H-worlds in which agent
x complies with strategy qt ; i.e. those H-worlds that are prescribed by
the strategy qt when adopted by agent x. To define this set, we need
to instantiate a general strategy q t to a specific agent and use this to
obtain a subset of the set of H-worlds, W .
DEFINITION 13 (Wstrat (x, qt )).
n

x
Wstrat (x, qt ) = w | w ∈ W, ∀hjt0 , αi ∈ qt s.t. jt0 ⊆ w and |=M
d α
where ht0 , s, di ∈ jt0 }

As argued by Hamblin (1987, p. 157), “in practice, no one ever
chooses or is allocated a strategy in the minute detail that specifies
every deed; and certainly not to the end of time”. We wish to leave an
agent’s strategy underspecified, and so we need to capture Hamblin’s
notion of a partial strategy for an agent. A partial strategy is, simply, a
disjunction of strategies; i.e. a subset of the set of all strategies Q t . So,
if Q0t ⊆ Qt then Wstrat (x, Q0t ) denotes the set of H-worlds such that each
H-world in Wstrat (x, Q0t ) is prescribed by at least one of the strategies
in Q0t .
DEFINITION 14 (Wstrat (x, Q0t )).
Wstrat (x, Q0t ) =

[

Wstrat (x, qt )

qt ∈Q0t
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For an imperative i, a partial i-strategy for an agent x is a partial
strategy, Q0t , such that all those H-worlds prescribed by Q 0t are also
worlds in which i is extensionally satisfied.
DEFINITION 15 (partial i -strategy).
Q0t is a partial i-strategy iff Wstrat (x, Q0t ) ⊆ Wi
If an agent has maintained a partial strategy for the satisfaction of
an imperative i and that imperative is extensionally satisfied, then the
agent has whole-heartedly satisfied the imperative. This, therefore, provides us with our sought-for interpretation of wholehearted satisfaction
founded upon a formal model of action. Take, for example, the following
imperative issued to an agent x: Sx A! For A to be extensionally satisfied, of course, all that is required is that the state of the actual world at
some point includes A. But for x to wholeheartedly fulfil the imperative,
x must both maintain a partial strategy for the satisfaction of S x A,
and at every time point, select an action for itself according to that
strategy. The need for both intensional and extensional components is
thus respected.
The model enables an understanding of responsibility for states
and events enacted through imperatives in two steps. When one agent
communicates an imperative to another, it requires instantaneous acquiescence (consider, for example, that if an imperative is to be rejected
it should most usually be rejected forthwith). Yet if some kind of
acquiescence or contract is struck immediately, then it is clearly not
(usually) the completion of the demand. A trivial “Sit down!” might
be fulfilled (almost) instantaneously, but “Make sure the report’s on
my desk tomorrow morning!” clearly is not. So to what, then, is the
recipient acquiescing at the point of the communicative exchange? This
conundrum is resolved easily when the imperative is analysed as a
demand for an agent to “see to it that”. It is to such a modal expression
that the recipient is committing. Analysing imperatives in the form S x A
or Tx α is thus the first step.
The second is in the recipient’s subsequent action. So an agent x can
be said to have seen to it that some state of affairs holds, (or that some
action is performed), just in the case that x wholeheartedly satisfies
the appropriate modal expression.
These two steps together offer a definition of what it means for
an agent to be responsible for the fulfilment of an imperative. So
in response to an imperative to “Make sure that the report’s on my
desk” (make sure that r!), x is only responsible for its fulfilment if x
wholeheartedly satisfies Sx r. Pure extensional satisfaction alone (such
as someone else completing the report unbeknown to x) is, as we would
hope, not enough.
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6. Related Work
There are a number of landmark studies in the development of logical
theories of action, and in this section we discuss a few of the principal
theories and compare them to the model presented in this paper. The
notable studies that we discuss are those reported by Belnap et al.
(Belnap and Perloff, 1988; Belnap and Perloff, 1992; Horty and Belnap,
1995; Horty, 2001; Belnap et al., 2001), Chellas (1992), Jones et al.
(Jones and Sergot, 1996; Santos et al., 1997), Elgesem (1997), Segerberg
(1989), Aumann (1976), d’Altan et al. (1996) and Singh (1991; 1993).
Belnap and Perloff’s (1988) model of individual agency marks the
starting point of a substantial body of research into theories of agentive
action. Belnap and Perloff (1992) present a theory of individual agency
built upon a branching time structure with moments (states of affairs)
related by an “earlier-than” relation and histories as paths through
moments. This model, notable for the use of the “negative condition”
(it is not the case that an agent sees to something that is necessarily
true), is refined by Horty and Belnap (1995), and given a complete
axiomatisation by Xu (1995). Both Horty (2001) and Belnap et al.
(2001) then present further refinements and analyses.
There are a number of distinctions that can be made between this
seminal body of research and the model presented in this paper. The
first, and most important, is that in the original Belnap and Perloff
model, and in all subsequent refinements, there is no means to express
that an agent sees to it that some action is done; there is no direct
counterpart to the T modality. Horty and Belnap (1995) (see also Horty
(2001)) focus on two forms of seeing to it that: the achievement stit
and the deliberative stit. The distinction between these two notions
lies in their interpretation within a stit frame. The achievement stit
is interpreted with reference to two moments: the moment on some
history at which some state of affairs holds and the immediately prior
moment at which the agent made a decision on what to do. An agent,
α can be said to have seen to it that A at moment m on history h
if and only if A holds at that moment on that history and α made
an action choice in the moment immediately prior to m such that A
was guaranteed at m on history h. Rather than saying anything about
seeing to it that an action is performed, the truth condition of the
achievement stit is an attempt to capture the notion of wholehearted
satisfaction of an imperative to see to it that some state of affairs holds.
Thus, this specification of the achievement stit serves to tie together the
action choices of an agent with the actual outcomes that are produced
in the world as a result of those choices in the same way that an agent’s
partial i-strategy is intended to capture this notion within the model
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presented in this paper. The difference, however, is that whereas the
satisfaction of the achievement stit depends only upon the immediately
prior action choice, wholehearted satisfaction of an imperative within
the model proposed by Hamblin and formalised here depends on the
selection of actions from a partial strategy over an arbitrary number of
time steps. The deliberative stit has no such means of associating the
action choices of an agent with outcomes; it is interpreted only on the
basis of the outcomes, and so there is no way to distinguish between
the wholehearted and the extensional satisfaction of an imperative.
Chellas (1992) discusses in some detail the “metaphysical backdrop”
of Belnap et al.’s model. As he explains, that backdrop is different
from his own, and, though there are some similarities, Chellas’s own is
different again from Hamblin’s as it is interpreted here. So for Chellas,
“a history’s past is unique, whereas its future may be manifold” (p.
489) whereas by definition for Hamblin, a history has exactly one past
and exactly one future. For Chellas, each history maps from a single
time line to a state of affairs, for Hamblin, multiple histories can pass
through a single state of affairs at a given time. To an extent, these
differences may be terminological, but perhaps a closer translation
might be achieved in comparing Hamblin’s histories with more complex structures offered by both Belnap et al. and Chellas in response
to criticisms of their respective theories. Specifically, they use chains
to tie together moments in their histories, and then use these chains
to provide complex non-atomic witnesses. These chains are very close
to the definition of Hamblin histories. For Chellas and Belnap et al.,
chains are composed from more basic structures and introduce significant additional complexity (with associated challenges); for Hamblin’s
theory, these structures are basic, and support a simplicity in the formal
account constructed from it. There are a number of other differences
between the model presented here and that in Chellas (1992), such
as the definition of instigative alternatives (which for Chellas can be
defined using an accessibility relation because his model is standard,
whereas the equivalents in the model here are the necessitation functions S and T , because of our need for a minimal model), and the
use of temporal modalities (Chellas needs to identify a number of new
temporal modalities, whereas our attempt has been to decouple them
from the underlying framework as appropriate). But of course the key
difference lies in the adoption, as Chellas suggests (p. 515), of a regular
logic with neither RN nor R¬N, upon which to build an account of
agency.
Jones and Sergot’s (1996) stance is similar to both Belnap et al.
and Chellas in that they discuss at some length possible axioms of a
logic of agentive action; captured by their E modality. Following this
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analysis, they settle on a small classical modal logic of type ECT, which
includes R¬N, and so, in this respect at least, they agree with Belnap
et al.. Their analysis goes deeper than this, however, because their
goal is to capture a notion of institutionalized power. In doing so they
introduce a relation ⇒s , which is read “counts as in society s”. This idea
is important because it is an attempt to capture the societal effects of
agents bringing about certain states of affairs, and in so doing Jones and
Sergot are addressing the important issue (not addressed in the current
work) of the social context within which an imperative is issued. Santos
et al. (1997) present a logic in the style of Jones and Sergot (1996)
that introduces novel distinctions between direct and indirect agency
(their G operator represents indirect agency), and between successful
and attempted action (their H operator represents “not necessarily
successful” action); their E operator captures direct successful action
as in Jones and Sergot (1996). Beyond TS and TT, we do not here
need to make any distinction between successful and attempted action,
because Hamblin’s underlying framework cleanly decouples an action
from its effects. Similarly, direct and indirect agency is handled at a
deeper level by the decoupling of responsibility for action (captured
by T) and the binding of action to agency (such as α x ). Elgesem
(1997) builds goal-directedness into the foundation of his logic, and
tackles the same issues, which he refers to as Success, Non-accidence
and Avoidability. Success corresponds to the same notion of successful
action discussed in Jones and Sergot (1996), Santos et al. (1997), and
here. Non-accidence corresponds very closely to Hamblin’s exposition
of the need for a counter-factual, extensional component built in to
his definition of wholehearted satisfaction. Finally, Avoidability is a
characterisation of the intuition motivating the adoption of R¬N, which
forms a cornerstone of Elgesem’s approach.
Segerberg’s (1989) concise formal account of “bringing it about”
rests upon propositional dynamic logic, PDL. It aims to explicate seeing
to it that A, or δA, through transitions expressed in PDL. Specifically,
using this interpretation of a “program”, Segerberg builds a logic to
express action predicated upon achieving states of affairs in which the
action operator can be axiomatised without programs being represented
explicitly and separately in the object language.
Segerberg’s logic also differs from the logic of S and T presented
here in several ways. The first suggestion of divergence is apparent
very quickly, when he describes that “in the case of John eating (all of)
an apple, John selects and runs a routine such [that] at the end of that
routine John has eaten an apple” (p. 327). This suggests that Segerberg
is aiming towards an operational, postconditional, STRIPS-like view
of the world (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971). Despite this, he presents a
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clear syntactic division between states and events, in which formulae of
propositions in PDL represent states, and terms composed from action
descriptions represent events. This division is preserved equally clearly
in the semantics, where Segerberg wraps up with: “... the intension of a
formula is a proposition while the intension of a term is an action.” (p.
337). But in the syntax, terms (i.e. action descriptions) are constructed
solely from the δ operator (similar to Horty and Belnap’s (1995) a-stit)
and state formulae; semantically, action is construed as a binary relation over states. Our suspicions are confirmed formally when Segerberg
presents a modal interpretation explicitly;
|=x [α]C iff ∀y(xR(α)y →|=y C)
(Segerberg, 1989, p. 337). This is precisely the sort of conflation Hamblin is trying to avoid. For Segerberg, as for most other authors in the
area, the interest is upon building a logic of successful action (what he
calls “reliable doings”), but, like Chellas this leads him to necessitation,
presented on page 333 as Lemma 4.1; if ` A then ` [α]A. Segerberg’s
approach is in this way more like Chellas than, say Jones and Sergot.
Though there are further and interesting similarities between the logic
of S and T and Segerberg’s presentation (such as the “transitivity” of
his [δA]B → ([δB]C → [δA]C) reminiscent of the axioms of delegation presented here), necessitation and the state/event conflation mark
fundamental differences in the approach.
Aumann structures (Aumann, 1976) are interesting in that they provide a semantics oriented towards events rather than propositions, and
thus offer an alternative means of building a semantic model in place of
the Kripkean approach adopted by Segerberg, Jones et al. and Chellas.
Where Kripkean structures use an accessibility relation to characterise
modalities ranging over propositions, Aumann structures partition the
set of worlds to yield modal subsets ranging over events. Fagin et al.
(1995) show how the approach provides a useful basis (and very real
alternative to the Kripke style) for characterising multi-agent knowledge. In their description they also portray clearly why the approach
is insufficient for our needs; in order to represent knowledge within a
system, they refer to “the event of [agent] i knowing e” (Fagin et al.,
1995, p. 38). At best, this is a generous interpretation of something
with state-like character construed as an event. The unique property
of the Aumann approach is that events can be handled natively, but
not that both events and states can be so handled (indeed Fagin et
al. go on to show how Aumann structures can be reinterpreted in a
traditional state-oriented manner).
d’Altan et al. (1996) return to von Wright’s (1968) original distinction, exploring the relationship between the deontic notions of ought-
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to-be and ought-to-do. They offer powerful arguments for representing
both notions separately in an integrated framework (having demonstrated serious problems with attempts to reduce one notion to the
other). We adduce those arguments here as further evidence for the
utility of Hamblin’s “unusual lavishness”. At the same time, the objectives of d’Altan et al. are quite different in that their aim is to extend
Standard Deontic Logic so that it captures the Seinsollen/Tunsollen
distinction (though they do not frame it is those terms). Whilst their
resulting P DeLAM logic successfully meets that aim, it (i) requires
dynamic logic which ties actions to their consequences; (ii) divorces
actions from the actors that carry them out; and (iii) excludes an
explicit model of time. Furthermore, though S5 and deontic S5 (i.e.
KD45) (Chellas, 1980) may arguably be appropriate for deontic characterisations of out-to-do and ought-to-be, respectively, they cannot
— as we have shown — be appropriate for more general accounts
of agentive responsibility. Any extension of the logic of S and T to
deontic expressions, however, should take careful account of the results
in (d’Altan et al., 1996) which represents one of the most significant
steps forward in the area since von Wright.
Singh (1991; 1993) aims to provide a formal characterisation of whole
hearted satisfaction in order to provide a semantics for the successful
fulfillment of different classes of speech act including the imperative. His
canvas is extremely broad, including not only a specific and novel communication framework replete with intentions and other mental states,
but also a modal (but non-Kripkean) interpretation of wholehearted
satisfaction, a rich syntax and an analysis not only of speech acts, but
also of linguistic mechanisms for expressing the subsequent fulfillment
of each type of speech act. As a result of this breadth, the account is necessarily less detailed in places. In particular, the definition of the WSAT
modality (the relation that captures his notion of wholehearted satisfaction) is different for different illocutionary forces such as the assertive,
the directive and the commissive. For this reason, these definitions offer
the basis for the specification of a number of different modalities, none
of which, however, is characterised in terms of the axioms underpinning
their logics. It is not clear, therefore, how these different notions of
wholehearted satisfaction relate to each other. A further significant
distinction between Singh’s work and the present account is in the
modelling of Hamblin’s intermediary concepts. For although Singh aims
at an intuitive counterpart to wholehearted satisfaction, it is not at all
clear that he succeeds in capturing Hamblin’s original notion, since it
omits not only Hamblin’s “metaphysical backdrop”, but also any notion
of partial strategy or the extensional component strategy maintenance.
Although there are a number of limitations of Singh’s research in this
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area, it should be noted that this body of work represents a significant
contribution to the understanding of communication, particularly in a
computational setting — a contribution that is not always sufficiently
appreciated. We see the work presented in this paper as complimentary
to Singh’s characterisation of different illocutionary forces in that it
offers a more in-depth analysis of just one type of illocutionary force:
the imperative.
In closing our review of related work, we turn finally to work in
Artificial Intelligence aimed at engineering systems that reason and
act in either simulated or real environments. All but the most trivial
systems need to be able to represent a model of the world that supports exploration of hypothetical situations. Unlike Hamblin’s Action
State Semantics with its explicit handling of events and states, most
formal models designed for such systems have explicit representation
of only one or the other, defining either states in terms of the sequences of events (true of most action and temporal logics) (Davidson,
2001; Kowalski and Sergot, 1986), or else events in terms of a succession
of states such as in classical AI planning (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971) and
in languages such as Concurrent MetateM (Barringer et al., 1995).
Even more recent planning methods, such as (Blum and Furst, 1997)
make a fundamental assumption that the world can be represented
using a view of actions as state-modifiers. (One very recent thread of
planning work (Fox et al., 2005) seems to be moving away from the
ubiquity of such a view in tackling action selection against a backdrop of continuous change — although even here, non-environmental
actions are classical, discrete operators defined in terms of pre- and
post-condition descriptions of state).
The situation calculus (McCarthy and Hayes, 1969) allows both
states and events to be represented, but the commonly adopted “axioms
of arboreality” (Shanahan, 1997) restrict the flexibility so that a given
sequence of events is associated with a single, unique situation. These
axioms characterise both theoretical accounts (Pirri and Reiter, 1999)
and more practical work (such as the GOLOG programming language
(Levesque et al., 1997)). Even if all the fluents in two situations have
identical values, under the axioms of arboreality, those two situations
are only the same if the events leading to them have also been the same.
In Hamblin’s work, however, there can be several different histories up
to a given state and the histories are not themselves a part of those
states. A later advance, the event calculus (Kowalski and Sergot, 1986)
has many representational advantages, but is even more restrictive with
respect to the problem at hand, in that it is a linear logic, rather than
a branching time logic (Shafer et al., 2000).
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More recently, an interesting system has been proposed for representing causality directly in a nonmonotonic logic (Giunchiglia et al.,
2004). Specifically, causal rules are expressed as F ⇐ G: F is caused if
G is true (notice that this is not quite the same as saying that G causes
F directly, merely that if G is true, then F has a cause). The propositional underpinning to the logic is extended in several ways including,
most appositely for our current purpose, the “timing” of propositions
in situation calculus style (with, syntactically, t : p standing for the
truth of proposition p at time point t). Although the theory offers an
elegant way of capturing “inertia”, thereby tackling the frame problem
(amongst other things), it demands that all actions be treated in the
same propositional framework as state descriptions, yielding Hamblin’s
“pseudo states” of having just performed (or in the case of (Giunchiglia
et al., 2004), being just about to perform) an action. Their language
C+ provides a high-level, syntactically attractive way of describing
domains, but one which still suffers from this basic conflation that
Hamblin was trying to avoid.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, our aspiration was to develop a logical theory of action
that captures the action-state semantics proposed by Hamblin in 1987.
In working towards this goal, our attention has had two principal foci:
(i) maintaining in both the semantics and syntax of the language a clear
distinction between the notion of seeing to it that a state of affairs is
achieved (our S modality) and that of seeing to it that an action is performed (our T modality); and (ii) providing a formal characterisation
of wholehearted satisfaction.
In relation to the first focus, we have demonstrated how Hamblin’s
approach to the state/event distinction can be preserved syntactically,
yielding a simple axiological system, whilst at the same time maintaining clarity in the underlying possible worlds semantics, albeit one based
upon a minimal model. As a regular logic, it is not equipollent to previous systems, but offers an intuitive and consistent way of expressing
the notion of responsibility. Hamblin’s requirement for the inclusion
of time offers a challenge that has here been met in a straightforward
manner by defining one accessibility relation in terms of another, an
approach designed to admit of alternative modifications to suit different
temporal models.
In relation to the second focus, this paper offers, for the first time, a
full and accurate characterisation of Hamblin’s conception of wholehearted satisfaction. The characterisation maps Hamblin’s ideas di-
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rectly into a Kripkean semantics and RT axiom system, from where
those underlying powerful ideas can be harnessed as a modal logic of
responsibility.
With this characterisation in place, the system provides a foundation
for several new directions, and in particular, for further investigation
of imperatival utterance and for exploration of the mechanics of delegation. In both of these areas, the approach supports not only theory
building, but also the opportunity for the construction of computational
systems that exploit the results of such theory. One of the next steps
along this route is to explore the computational character of the logic,
including its complexity and operational properties. In this way, we
hope to be able to put to work in artificial intelligence at least some of
the components of Hamblin’s elegant, far-reaching and visionary model.
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